


Hello from Immersive AV

As a resourceful team of professionals with a strong customer-first attitude, Immersive AV focuses on 
creating a seamless partnership with our clients. Headed up by our company CEO, Sharon Reynolds, 

we have a combined 200 years of shared industry experience, bringing together innovative digital 
content with cutting-edge audiovisual products to deliver meaningful brand experiences.

 Immersive AV is one of the UK’s leading event solution providers. With a creative focus and customer 
service mindset, we are experts in live event production and digital engagement, and can provide full 

end-to-end solutions across multiple platforms - live, virtual and hybrid.

Sharon Reynolds
CEO, Immersive AV



Immersive AV is not your run-of-the-mill, interactive technology supplier. We specialise in working within 
your team, creating a seamless partnership that blends the experience and knowledge of our people 
with our clients. We believe that this provides a better working relationship, enables us to learn more 

about each other and each organisation’s skills and specialisms. 

Our portfolio of services and solutions includes virtual event management technology, interactive touch 
walls, live streaming studios, LED walls, and touchscreen applications and, powered by our sister 

company ITR, can provide the technology, AV and IT. We can create experiential retail installations, 
build exhibition stands that stop the expo visitor in their stride and achieve maximum engagement in 

product launches. 



Key Personnel
While each has their own 
responsibilities, the structure of our 
business means that every aspect 
of the project is delivered 
seamlessly, efficiently and to the 
high-stands dictated by our clients. 
In-house communication is key to 
delivering all elements.
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Managing Director
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Commercial Director
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Projects Director
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Our Approach



Our Added Value
At our core, we believe that all 
partnerships should be rooted in 
creating memorable experiences and 
lasting collaborations.

What does Immersive AV do to bring added value 
to its partnerships?
Immersive AV’s core belief is to work as a collaborative partner, seamlessly working with our clients and 
not taking the approach of an external supplier

We strive to understand your needs, your likes, your dislikes and your aims. Once we have identified 
these important criterias, we build a team around you, a team that’s dedicated to you and there for you, 
whether you have a requirement or not.

We have an in depth understanding of project requirements and desired delivery. This knowledge, 
combined with a dedicated team, enables us to work as an extension to your organisation, being 
effective at all times and removing the need to re-educate per project requirement.

The value we bring to your project enables us to: 

• Solve issues, remove problems and overcome challenges, delivering an trouble-free project.

• We put in all the back-breaking work pre-show, to make sure our client doesn’t have to. 

• We provide support from the outset with our technical and account managers support, dedicated to 
your project.

• Specifically chosen delivery teams to ensure the best experience for all stakeholders.

• We ensure our experts are your experts.



Working effectively with speakers

We understand that it can be a stressful time being a speaker, expecting the presentation to be 
without issue, ensuring that microphones and displays work and teleprompters download the 
words at the right time and in the right tempo. We aim to make the speakers’ time as relaxing as 
possible ensuring that everything is to hand, that the technology works as it should, and that 
they have the space to check their presentations and rehearse in comfort.

• For speakers’ comfort and reassurance, we provide an online automatic upload system for the 
collation of all presentations. This is a free of charge service.

• All presentations are checked and tested and preloaded onto the show laptops prior to the 
event opening.

• Once on-site, we provide a speaker preview room (green room), complete with laptops and 
screens to allow for rehearsals of presentations.

• Technician provided for microphone placement, test and will advise for best presentation 
technique if required.



Production Workflow

A proven production workflow

Our step-by-step process allows us to fully understand you and your brief,  starting with the visualisation of an 
idea, through to the process of making it a reality.

Concept Design Delivery Debrief



Sustainability and Ethics



IAV Environmental Sustainability Policy

The purpose of this Environmental Sustainability Policy is to outline our 
commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions and reducing our 
waste footprint, within our organisation and in the events we deliver. 
 
Focusing on environmental sustainability, these highly important and 
interlinked elements form part of our wider business strategy. 

We communicate this policy to all our clients, suppliers and staff. We do 
this to enable them to work with us in achieving our ambitions in this 
important area. 
 
We recognise that the environmental impacts from our operations and 
events mostly derive from emissions from fuel usage and waste from 
single-use items. We therefore aim to increase environmental awareness 
across our organisation with this policy and embed carbon reduction and 
zero-waste practices in our everyday business.



Sustainability and Member Associations

Immersive AV Expo and ITR are committed to operating in a way that reduces 
the negative impact our actions have on the planet. In all the events we deliver, 
we aim to use environmentally friendly and sustainable products and resources.

We are proud members of isla and ESSA and play an active role in promoting 
sustainability in all areas of the events industry.

Event Supplier and Services Association (ESSA), is a trade body representing 
the very best suppliers of goods and services to the events industry. With a 
focus on health and safety, education, business development and driving 
excellence and shared best practice, ESSA and its members sit at the centre of 
the events community both in the UK and overseas.



Statement of Intent

We recognise that our business has an important role to play in protecting 
and enhancing the environment for future generations and to help secure the 
long-term sustainability of the events industry.
 
To this end Immersive AV is committed to taking the following action:
 
• To achieve sound environmental practices across our entire operation.

• To produce an annual environmental plan setting out our objectives, 
targets and planned actions.

• To comply fully with all relevant legislation.

• To minimise our waste and reduce our water consumption wherever 
possible.

• To reduce, reuse, recycle the resources consumed by our business 
wherever practical.

• To invite our customers, suppliers and contractors to participate in our 
efforts to protect the environment.

• To provide all employees with the training and resources required to meet 
our objectives.

• To openly communicate our policies and practices to interested parties.

• To monitor and record our environmental impacts on a regular basis and 
compare our performance with our policies, objectives and targets.

The Circular Economy

In addition, we are committed to becoming a Circular Economy 
business. This means we will reduce waste across all company 
owned operations with a view to diverting 90% from landfill and 
incineration. 

Monitoring and Reporting

We commit to monitor, review and report on our progress on an 
annual basis and use the ongoing learnings to inform our 
approach to reducing emissions and waste across our operational 
and event activities. 



Diversity

At Immersive AV, we have an underlying belief that our specialist services 
should reflect the society in which we live – be that age, disability, 
education, ethnicity, gender, gender identity, national origin or sexual 
orientation.

Put simply, we believe that inclusion and diversity makes for a more 
stimulating working environment, where people are treated with respect 
and can be comfortable being themselves.

Embracing these different approaches and thinking helps deliver tangible 
and positive results for us and our clients’ businesses.

At Immersive AV, we take inclusion seriously and provide adjustments for 
individuals throughout the recruitment process, so you can be at your 
best, and fulfil your potential.



Health and Safety Statement

It is Immersive AV Limited’s policy to ensure, so far as is reasonable, the health and safety of all persons affected by our work activities. The minimum standard we 
will adopt will be compliance with legal requirements and the associated appropriate codes of practice. However, our aim is not to only fulfil the spirit of the law and 
comply with technical requirements, it is to uphold the highest of health and safety standards. We will assess the risks from our activities and will operate according to 
the procedures that best promote health and safety at work.

We accept our responsibilities for health and safety and are committed to giving health and safety equal importance with other business matters. We will ensure that 
the resources necessary to achieve the objectives of this Health and Safety Management System are made available to all. We require cooperation from all 
employees to enable us to fulfil our legal duties and the objectives of this Safety Management System. To promote cooperation, procedures for consulting employees 
are built into this Health and Safety Management System. They have a duty to follow the standards and procedures laid down by us.

Equipment that enables tasks to be carried out safely will be provided and maintained to ensure their safe operation. Employees will be provided with appropriate 
training and instruction considered necessary to ensure that they know how to work safely. Risk assessments will be documented for significant tasks and 
where exposure to hazards cannot be prevented by any other means, appropriate personal protective equipment will be provided and instruction in its use and 
maintenance given. 

We will maintain our premises in a safe manner and suitable facilities for welfare will be provided and maintained, as will arrangements to ensure access to first aid.

The Managing Director has ultimate responsibility for health and safety and will nominate a competent person to manage operations day to day. Other responsibilities 
for health and safety matters have been assigned as appropriate and are described in our ‘Responsibilities’ section of the Health and Safety Management System.

The Operations Director will oversee an annual review of this Health and Safety Management System and associated procedures to ensure their continued 
effectiveness. Where necessary to ensure legal compliance and promote continuous improvement, the Health and Safety Management System and associated 
guidance will be amended and communicated.



Our Services



Live Events

Our customisable solutions are guaranteed to make your live event 
a success.

Our pedigree is in live events, with over 21 year’s experience. Formally 
known as ITR (Information Technology Rentals), we have experience 
of providing event technology and interactive solutions for big and 
small events all over the world.

Services

● Technical production
● LED walls
● AV and IT equipment hire
● Video walls
● Event networks
● Digital content
● Touchscreens



Virtual Events

The versatility of a virtual event can help you reach your greatest 
audience—rather than being limited to one location, you open up your event 
to a world of opportunity.

Immersive AV has a dedicated team of virtual event producers and live 
streaming experts ready to fulfil your virtual event requirements.

Streaming

● LED studios
● Stream management services
● Green screen filming
● xR Broadcast studios
● Remote presenter services
● Live stream or pre-recorded 

content

We have purpose built streaming 
studios in London and Telford. We 
can bring one to you or produce a 
fully-remote live stream

Virtual

● Virtual  set design
● Event microsites
● Custom virtual environments
● Virtual event platforms
● Virtual event management
● Data and analytics 

Virtual events are often highly 
bespoke solutions, tailored to meet 
your specific objectives. Email us your 
requirements and we’ll talk through 
the options with you



Hybrid Events

Live integrated with virtual for unparalleled results.

Whether you’re an organiser or exhibitor, it makes sense to combine virtual 
and live elements to create a hybrid event which reaches your audience 
wherever they are.

Services

● Live stream live event to online audience
● Stream remote presenters in to your live event
● 3D virtual replica of your live event show floor for online audiences
● Fusion of all live and virtual elements



Conferences and Awards Ceremonies

Amalgamating elements of live events and exhibitions, a successful conference 
or awards ceremony requires an experienced technical production partner.

Immersive AV has a pedigree of supplying innovative technical production 
services for conference theatres and awards ceremonies of all scales and 
sizes.Our team will interpret your brief and supply you with all the technical 
equipment and services needed for a memorable and engaging event.

Services for Conferences

● Full technical production
● Staging and Lighting
● LED screen/projection
● Microphones and PA systems
● Cameras
● Audience participation apps
● Network connectivity
● Live streaming



Large Stands

Our solutions for large stands will help you attract attention, maximise 
engagement and achieve a better ROI.

Large stand spaces are the perfect arena to get really creative with 
technology—we’ll support you every step of the way with creative 
consultation, pre-production services, content development and all onsite 
services. Discuss your brief with us and prepare to be amazed.

Services

● Interactive touch wall and LED walls
● Incentivised custom games
● Projection mapping
● Digital content studio
● Data capture and touchscreens
● IT equipment and network connectivity
● All AV and IT requirements
● Full technical production

From brief to concept, design to physical solution, Immersive AV guided us through 
the technology minefield as we had expected. The final innovative solution 
exceeded expectations and was well received by our client. As a company we set 
our standards exceptionally high—in Immersive AV we have the perfect technology 
partner who shares our ethos and provides world class technical event solutions.

    Katherine Haydn, Senior    
    Account Manager

     Driscoll Brothers



Small Stands

No matter how small your exhibition stand, we can help make it a more 
engaging visitor experience by supporting all your technology needs.

We’ll support your small stand with all the AV and IT technology products 
you need. We’ll install the equipment, make sure you’re connected and 
be on hand throughout the show for technical support.

Services

● Laptop and PC hire
● Touchscreens
● iPads
● Touchscreen apps
● Wall or stand mounted screens
● All IT needs
● Audio/PA system
● Digital content creation
● Full technical supportImmersive AV is the ultimate professional, providing a service second to none. 

From the original ideas for my clients, Immersive AV generated a fantastic result for 
my client’s exhibition stand. 

Immersive AV carried out our wishes to the letter to provide an amazing solution for 
our client’s needs.

    Sue Harrison, Managing Director
    H2 Events



Streaming

We have a broad range of streaming options available for conferences 
and exhibitions. 

We can live stream from your stand or conference theatre, and have 
purpose built broadcast studios in London and Telford which are available 
for you to use. Whether you wish to create pre-recorded content or 
produce a live stream - Immersive AV is a live streaming production 
partner you can trust.

Services

● LED Streaming studios
● Remote xpresenter services
● Green screen filming
● Stream management services
● Streamed event production
● Streaming microsites
● Virtual set design and creation
● Event streaming crewImmersive AV is one of our trusted partners when pitching experiential solutions 

to clients in this new, altered era. By utilising their stream management services, 
we relieve our clients from any technical concerns and deliver a flawless live 
streamed experience.

    Phil Maggs
    Head of Innovation, 
    Identity



Digital Signage

Digital signage is an essential element of all events, enabling the 
delegates to efficiently navigate the show floor. 

Immersive AV has a suite of digital signage options—from physical 
hardware to the digital content which runs the signage. Why not open 
your digital signage up to sponsorship for an additional revenue stream? 
The scope of digital signage knows few limitations. Talk to us today to 
discuss how our digital signage solutions could benefit your next event.

Services

● LED signage
● Freestanding or wall-mounted solutions
● Wayfinder touchscreen apps
● Large format advertising screens
● Digital signage content design
● Touchscreen totems
● Event sponsor branding
● Solutions tailored to your needs



Event Registration

A comprehensive event registration system is a vital element for any 
successful event.

In addition to our extensive inventory of hardware such as terminals and 
badge printers, Immersive AV has partnered with leading event management 
software specialists Eventsforce to offer the widest range of event 
registration services available through a single supplier. Our event 
registration services are perfect for live, virtual or hybrid events.

Services

● Event registration software
● Online event registration
● Badge printing terminals
● Badge scanners
● Event registration 

technical support
● Data & analytics dashboards
● Lead capture solutions
● Live, virtual and hybrid 

event registration

Our self-service contactless kiosks have been designed to reduce crowds, 
speed-up check-in times and create a much safer environment for on-site 
attendees. Together with Immersive AV’s robust hardware and support, 
organisers will be able to streamline their whole attendee experience – from 
registration all the way to check-in.

    Ian Webb, Head of Business Development
    Eventsforce



Photography and Videography

Make the most of your event experience with high quality photo and 
video content.

An exhibition space is the perfect location for corporate photography 
and videography. Your clients have invested a lot of time and money 
to exhibit, why not utilise the opportunity to create high quality visual 
content? Our photography and video production team have over 
twenty years of experience and are able to create the content you 
need with packages customised to your requirements.

It was a pleasure working with 
Matt and the Immersive AV team 
at iGB Amsterdam.Thank you for 
capturing all the memorable 
moments and fantastic vibes from 
the show. Matt’s personal touch 
and creativity exceeded our 
expectations and we hope to 
work together again soon. 

Jana Ivanov, Affiliate 
Manager
Exness

Services

● All photo/video requirements
● Edited promotional videos
● Architectural style photography
● Explainer videos of products/services
● Photojournalist style pictures
● Meet the team photos/videos
● Same day editing if required
● 20+ years event photography experience



Design Studio

If you need creative support for your next event, our design studio is 
ready to help.

We have a team of in-house creatives and trusted partners who are 
specialists at what they do and take pride in helping our customers 
achieve ever event experience.

Services

● CAD design and visualisation
● Graphics printing
● Stand design and build
● Digital content creation
● Motion graphics animation
● Photography and videography services
● Virtual set design
● Custom game development



Who Do We Work For?



Organisers

Our services for organisers cover all hardware and software requirements 
for live, virtual and hybrid events.

We have over 20 years experience spanning disciplines such as 
conference theatres, digital signage and being the official supplier for your 
exhibitors. Your exhibition is in safe hands with Immersive AV.

Our services for exhibition organisers

● Conference theatres
● Event registration software
● Official AV and IT supplier
● Digital signage
● Experiential installations
● Badge printing/scanning
● Technical production crew
● Lead capture

Immersive AV are an absolute delight to 
work with. In the lead up to our event, 
nothing was a problem or too much to 
deal with, their pre-production team were 
extremely helpful and attentive to all our 
needs. Ben, Paul and the onsite team 
made sure that absolutely everything was 
executed to a high standard and all our 
exhibitor needs were met. I have only 
good things to say about Immersive AV!

    Rachel Gomez, 
    Production Manager
    EGX Events, ReedPopx



Agencies

Deliver outstanding results for your clients with disruptive 
technology experiences.

We’ll work closely with your creative team to develop event 
marketing concepts which satisfy client’s brief. We’re happy to 
work white label if required and be introduced to your clients as 
part of your team.

Services

● Dedicated Account/Project Manager
● Around the clock technical support
● Concept development and visualisations
● Loyalty discount
● Happy to work white label
● Specialist technical crew and developers

Immersive AV was crucial to the success of our experiential installation for 
Huawei.They were on hand throughout the project, advising on hardware options 
and helping us define the best solution for a unique brief. The build was challenging 
and their flexibility ensured we delivered a show-stopping installation. We’d 
recommend Immersive AV to anyone looking for a hardware partner.

    Sam Taylor, Client Services,
    Kerve Creative



Stand Builders

We support stand design and build agencies with all technology 
needs—from basic AV and IT requirements to custom-built 
experiential installations.

We’ll work closely with your team to ensure our technology fits 
seamlessly into your stand design ands delivers the desired results 
for your clients.

Services

● AV technology, digital content and network connectivity
● Dedicated Project/Account Manager
● Access to full range of technology
● Loyalty discount available
● Same day dispatch
● 24/7 365 technical support
● Design and visualisation services with every project Sovereign and Immersive AV have been working together for many years on AV 

Production. We had the privilege of supporting one another again at the WTM 2022 
on the stand that went on to win "Best Feature Stand" that was Qatar Tourism.

From start to finish everything went as smoothly as possible and all teams involved 
were an absolute pleasure to work with onsite. We very much look forward to 
continue working with Immersive AV on future events and exhibitions

    Vincent McCullagh, Managing Director
    Sovereign Exhibition & Events Ltd



Venues

24/7 365 technology support for venues.

We work with venues around the UK and Europe as an official AV 
supplier/technology partner. We’ll take the technical headaches 
away from your team, always on hand to provide support and 
advice for you and your clients. 

Services

• Preferential equipment hire rates
• Essential support stock held on site
• Same day support deliveries
• Technology integrated into your packages
• Long-term or one-off rentals
• Dedicated venue Account Manager and AV technician

Immersive AV  are experts within the field of event technology. With more and more 
of our clients requiring interactive technology solutions to help them achieve their 
goals, our partnership with Immersive AV has enabled us to bolster our technological 
capabilities and successfully deliver results for our clients every time. From event 
planning, to content creation, to event production, we know we can rely on Immersive 
AV.

    Raj Puranik, Cluster General Manager
    CCT Venues



Previous Experience

We are specialists in conferences and exhibitions, and deliver events with thousands of delegates. We 
utilise the very latest in technology, in live, virtual and hybrid formats. 

Our specialist knowledge in this sector has enabled us to work with the very best organisations and 
agencies, such as and Identity and M-is, and on shows such as Arrow conference, Reset Connect 
London, Women in Business and Tech Expo and World Travel Market.

Our portfolio also consists of services that enhance conferences, award ceremonies and exhibitions 
beyond that of the expected. This includes virtual event management technology, wayfinding solutions, 
interactive touch walls, live streaming studios, LED walls and touchscreen applications. 

Combining our expertise and the knowledge we have gleaned working with our client partners, we have 
extended our services and solutions to that of experiential retail installations, building exhibition stands 
that stop the visitor in their stride and helping brands achieve maximum engagement.



World Travel Market 2022
Qatar Pavilion

Client Requirement

The initial brief was for 688 LED panels across multiple LED walls in a high resolution 2.6mm product. Having 
recently invested in more Unilumin 2.6mm panels, we were confident we could support the scale of this 
project. In addition to the LED displays, the client required specific touch screens that surrounded the real 
estate of the pavilion. These incorporated Tizen APP, supported by Samsung and iPads. Elsewhere, other 4K 
screens were also installed.

Our Solution

The stand concept came from end client OP3. The Qatar pavilion boasted two levels. Visitors were able to 
access the upper floor using two built-in staircases. The stand also featured two meeting rooms, six meeting 
areas and an experiential entrance like no other. 

The entrance was comprised of an immersive ‘tunnel’, whereby the delegate could walk down the middle of 
the high gloss walkway and experience a 360 degree encounter with video content of the history and culture 
of Qatar. On the left hand side, a 14m wide by 3m tall LED wall was installed, while the right hand side 
featured a slightly shorter 12m wide by 3m tall LED wall. Immediately ahead and facing the visitor was 
positioned a 3.5m wide by 2.5m tall LED wall. These three LED walls were synchronised, with 12k resolution 
video footage spanning across the whole immersive tunnel area. The 12k footage was shot on a state of the 
art 360 degree camera, which gave the illusion of being in the centre of the video footage.

In order to synchronise every LED wall on the stand, we used four disguise GSX Media Servers. Three of 
these servers were live, pushing out multiple 4k signals across the stand, whilst the fourth server was backup. 

Comments

“Sovereign and Immersive AV have been working together for many years. We had the privilege of supporting 
one another again at the WTM 2022 on the stand that went on to win “Best Feature Stand” that was Qatar 
Tourism. From start to finish everything went as smoothly as possible and all teams involved were an absolute 
pleasure to work with onsite. We very much look forward to continue working with Immersive AV on future 
events. and exhibitions.”

Vincent McCullagh, Managing Director – Sovereign Exhibitions

London

Full Event Production 
LED / Projection / Sound / Lighting



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftVDXRXE0P4


Reset Connect

Client Requirement

A brand new sustainability event for 2022, we were required to provide three large TED talk style theatres 
located in an open environment with an array of smaller feature areas on the show floor.

We needed to find a way to differentiate between the theatres. As per the nature of the event, we aimed to 
accomplish this by using sustainable methods to create an ambience without the use of single use materials. 
Therefore this challenge would be fulfilled by using technology. The client also wanted to fly large LED walls, 
lighting systems and use copious amounts of silent conference.

Our Solution

The main conference theatre featured a 6m x 3m LED backdrop screen with six additional flown banner style 
displays to highlight the 150+ speakers and their brands.

The display was separated to create an eye-catching and custom-built backdrop whilst using the middle 
screen for the content. Two other conference theatres located each side of the main theatre each had 4m x 
2m flown banner screens. During breaks, the displays presented unique content produced and created with 
Immersive AV’s assistance. A total of 128 panels of LED was used. Theatre-specific lighting assisted in the 
visual identification of the separate areas.

Rechargeable silent disco/conference headsets were provided to every conference guest, switchable to the 
individual theatre and breakout room channels, enabling each attendee to retain and utilise the same set of 
headphones for the duration of the event. 

Our Comments

“Reset Connect London featured more than 100+ exhibitors and sustainability partners and 150+ speakers. 
We were proud to support this world-worthy cause in the promotion of addressing climate change, 
sustainability and net-zero across all platforms and industries.

Solution providers have the technology and the products available to produce shows and events such as 
these in the kindest way possible to the environment. We need to promote the awareness of it and how it can 
be successfully used while still delivering the high quality our clients expect from an AV technology provider.”

Scott Holman,Commercial Director – Immersive AV

London

Full Event Production 
Outdoor LED / Projection / Sound / Lighting



Client Requirement

NHS Confederation 2022 was the first NHS face-to-face conference since Covid-19, and as it was a 
combination of NHS Confed and NHS England, this more than doubled the event attendance with a 
staggering 5000+ people registered over the two days.
 
This event was split into three sections where we supported them:
 
The Organisers, the Registration and the Exhibitors 
 
For the Organisers, they required a number of mini-theatre feature areas located across all areas of the 
exhibition. Immersive AV provided all AV equipment for every one of these theatres.
 
For the Registration, we provided the registration desks, the self registration desks and the help desks. 
 
For the Exhibitors, we created an online one-stop-shop for which we were the main and official suppliers of IT 
and AV equipment. There the end users were able to pick what they wanted, place the order and pay all in 
one place. 
 
We had a two day install and we split the techicians into two teams, one solely to manage the Registration 
element.
 
 
The Solution:
 
We provided 33 stands with screens, touchscreens, ipads and digital pillars. 
 
For the feature stands we provided seven mini theatres for talks throughout the show with PA systems, 
microphones and live recording in the SWC Lounge. 

NHS Confederation 2022

ACC Liverpool

Full Event Production 
LED / Projection / Sound / Lighting



Adidas

Client Requirement

When experiential retail specialists The Marketing Store were tasked with creating an interactive brand 
experience at Adidas’ flagship store on Oxford Street, they enlisted Immersive AV to produce a 
semi-permanent installation that would attract attention and maximise customer engagement.

The theme of the store takeover was the heightened sense of speed, to promote the launch of the new 
Adidas x Ghosted football boot. The brief from our client was to create several immersive environments 
throughout the store, which would portray a physical representation of speed for shoppers to interact with.

Our Solution

Audience engagement was a key element of all our solutions for Adidas. One of the most eye-catching 
installations was an automated lighting animation with nine transparent screens, with images of footballer 
Mo Salah which were illuminated sequentially and created an illusion of the Liverpool striker sprinting 
through the store.

We also created interactive content for a ghost wall, which displayed an animated visualisation of speed on 
a video wall. Users triggered generative content via movement sensors, generating an avatar which raced 
across the screen in real time.

Elsewhere, Immersive AV accessorised Adidas mannequins with digital goggles, displaying a custom 
animation, and provided atmospheric lighting and audio around the store.

Our Comments

“This was a very complicated project, with many uncertainties because of the unprecedented global 
pandemic. Working with The Marketing Store and their team of creatives, we were able to seamlessly 
integrate our technician team as an extension of their internal resource. The collaboration worked well, and 
we successfully translated the vision and impact Adidas demanded for the launch of their latest X20 boot.”

Matt Rakowski – Immersive AV

London

Experiential Retail Installation



Automechanika

Frankfurt

Client Requirement

Our client approached us to transform their stand space from analogue to digital, removing the need for 
physical product whilst maintaining a ‘hands on’ feel for visitors. The central stand area was to be used for 
the dual purpose of product presentation and to provide a show-stopping epicentre to engage and inspire 
visitors.

Our Solution

• Uniview 6.2mm LED Floor •  Disguise GX2 Media Servers
• Unilumin 2.6mm LED •  LG 47” Video Wall Screens
• Panasonic PT-RZ12K Projectors

The centre focal point utilised Uniview LED floor, Unilumin 2.6mm LED wall and ceiling together with two 
Panasonic 12K laser projectors which mapped the Toyota GT86 on the LED floor. Content was created in 
house and mapped to flow across all surfaces seamlessly. Disguise GX2 media servers powered the 
content.

Custom applications were built for the surrounding touchscreens following the client’s brand guidelines to 
allow consumers to engage with the client’s broad product set in greater detail without having the physical 
product to hand. For the smaller products which could be exhibited we created custom RFID stations 
where consumers could pick up product and place on the RFID readers to launch content associated with 
that individual product.

An interactive 3x3 video wall with custom content created in house completed the technical solution.

Our Comments

“Immersive AV worked extremely closely with all the parties associated to this project to ensure a perfect 
delivery. We are very fortunate when clients entrust us to be creatively free with our technical designs and 
ideas. The result was visually stunning.”

David Mulcahy, Director – Immersive AV

Full Event Production
LED / Projection / Sound



Huawei

London

Client Requirement

Tasked with creating an interactive spectacle for the launch of the Huawei Mate 20 Pro, Kerve Creative 
enlisted Immersive AV to bring their ambitions to life.

What better way to demonstrate the Mate 20 Pro’s ground-breaking AI capabilities than to use it to help 
solve a Rubik’s Cube, a conundrum with 43 quintillion possible combinations?

The challenge was to design and build a digital Rubik’s cube, providing the systems integration to connect 
it to the Huawei Mate 20 Pro, allowing members of the public to interact with the cube over a two-day 
period on London’s Southbank.

Our Solution

Immersive AV provided all the technical support to assist Kerve Creative achieving their ambitions. The 
most visual element of the installation was the 3M3 Rubik’s cube, which standing at 4.6M tall was sure to 
attract attention. We designed and built the framework for the cube, using Unilumin 4.8mm LED panels to 
portray the coloured squares of the Rubik’s cube. The installation was active for 10 hours a day, so needed 
to be reliable and weatherproof.

We took care of all systems integration needs, using ultra-high spec computers to connect the Huawei 
Mate 20 Pro via a temporary wireless internet connection, provided by Immersive AV.

Kerve developed an app, which offered prompts to help users complete the cube far quicker than they 
would be able to without the game-changing AI of the Mate 20 Pro.

Our Comments

“The team at Immersive AV really come into their own on a project like this - when the client has a specific 
vision of what the end product should be, but enlist our technical production expertise to help them achieve 
their goals. We’ve worked on dozens of brand activations, and know what it takes to attract attention and 
maximise engagement. If you’re planning a brand event, we’d be delighted to discuss your requirements 
and help you deliver the wow factor.”

Sharon Reynolds, CEO – Immersive AV

Interactive Rubik’s Cube



RAF

Virtual

Client Requirement

Faced with the conundrum of not being to host a physical recruitment event, the RAF opted for a virtual 
solution from Immersive AV and our creative content division, Voxel Studios.

The brief from our client, Identity, was to create a 3D environment with a virtual representation of 
everything attendees of a regular recruitment event would expect to see. Although, as is often the case 
with virtual, you can offer so much more than you can in reality.

Our Solution

Working in collaboration with the RAF recruitment team, we created a multi-location virtual environment, 
giving potential recruits a taste of what to expect from a career in the Royal Air Force.

Visitors registered for an admission link to one of two sessions, held every Thursday night for four 
consecutive weeks. Users explored 10 different virtual areas and were greeted in each one by an 
interactive member of the RAF team, who introduced their area of specialisation. The 3D environments 
were lifelike and immersive, with visitors able to stroll around areas such as the airfield and medical bay in 
a similar way to Google Earth.

Across the platform there were 113 interactive hotspots, which visitors used to access content like videos, 
PDF job descriptions and information about different disciplines in the RAF.

Our Comments

“This project is a perfect example of how we can help our clients bridge the gap caused by the pandemic. 
In this instance, we took a recruitment fair and made it virtual, so ‘visitors’ could interact with the RAF 
safely and conveniently. The same concept could be applied to a range of other events such as 
exhibitions, university/college tours and NHS training, amongst many, many others. Our team would be 
delighted to listen to your requirements and discuss a virtual solution.”

Sharon Reynolds, CEO – Immersive AV

Recruitment Event



FIE

Frankfurt

Client Requirement

Our client instructed us at creative stage with the simple requirement to tell their story from plough to plate 
using technology to create an interactive, engaging and fun installation.

Our Solution

•  Epson LS100 UST Projectors  •  Coolux Widget Designer
•  Coolux HMS-1 Media Servers  •  D&B Audio

We had previously tested conductive ink as a creative solution for consumers to interact with before the 
opportunity to utilise it in the market came to fruition with the Dairygold project. We worked closely with the 
client to develop the printed graphic on the wall, the projection mapped animations and the corresponding 
audio stings. The result was 12 individual touch points across the wall each at precise brand points which 
triggered video animation and audio. Consumers moved from left to right along the wall, engaging with the 
brand and their story in a new, innovative and exciting way.

Client Testimonial

“Just wanted to drop you a quick line to say many thanks for all your efforts on the Dairygold stand, from 
production to installation. Couldn’t have asked for any more. Your guys on site were great to work with too 
and everything came together brilliantly. Thanks again!”

Daniel King – Envisage

Customer Engagement
Conductive Ink Technology



Event Tech Live 2019

London

Client Requirement

Our generative content provides cutting edge digital solutions to allow brands to connect with their 
audiences in a way they haven’t done before. For Event Tech Live 2019 we created an experience using a 
simple idea and turning it into something interactive and innovative.

Our Solution

• Disguise Media Server GX2  •  Notch
• Unilumin 2.6mm LED  •  Optitrack Camera

Using an LED screen and an umbrella we created generative rain with particle dispersion that was 
triggered by a camera tracked umbrella. The content used can be manipulated by a creative or 
automatically driven by data input facilitation. 

We had guests stand under the Umbrella and move it with the rain. It was something we were very proud 
of and it had gained a lot of attention at the show. 

This is the type of experience we pride ourselves in creating for our clients. This technology can be made 
personal to any vision and helps us to come as one to create the right solutions together.

Client Testimonial

"It’s so important for us to have a company like Immersive AV at Event Tech Live as they bring cutting 
edge interactive experience technologies that keep our attendees engaged and interactive with brands."

Adam Parry, Co Founder - Event Tech LiveGenerative Content



VOXI

London

Client Requirement

The global launch of VOXI, the new cellular service from Vodafone targeted at the under 25’s had to be 
spectacular and we were delighted to be approached to provide the video element to the evening’s outdoor 
celebrations held at The Old Truman Brewery, London. With live music from Liam Payne and Dua Lipa, 
hundreds of celebrity guests and live streaming to millions on Twitter, expectations were high!

Our Solution

• Epson 25k Laser Projectors  •  Unilumin 3.9mm Outdoor LED
• Disguise 4x4 Media Servers  •  Unilumin 2.6mm LED

We worked closely with the graphics and animation teams to provide pixel maps for projection and LED. 
The pre-visualisation within Disguise allowed for real-time decisions to be made on graphics as all parties 
worked collaboratively within the same software space.

A 5 sqm LED cube was built as a stage for the artists which also provided an impressive focal point for the 
projection. 4 separate spaces were used for the projection including the chimney of the Old Truman 
Brewery onto which the VOXi logo was displayed to spectacular effect.

Client Testimonial

“Thank you for all you did for us on the VOXI launch last week. It was a pleasure working with you and 
your team; I was impressed by their professionalism, and I appreciated your can-do, solution focused 
approach, which got us out of more than one hole. It was a hugely successful event, due in large part to 
the efforts of you guys, so again, many thanks.”

Michael Robey – Executive Producer of FreemanXP
Full Event Production 
Outdoor LED / Projection / Sound / Lighting



Candy Crush

Virtual

Client Requirement

When you take on the ambitious project of inviting six celebrities to cheer on 10 Candy Crush fanatics 
playing the popular game simultaneously in a virtual environment, for a big-budget digital advertising 
campaign - you need an exceptional technical production team to ensure everything goes to plan.

Working in partnership with Unit 9 Films, Immersive AV handled all technical production and systems 
integration for the live recording of the Candy Crush All Stars Grand Finale.

Our Solution

The key element to the Candy Crush project was technical know-how. Whilst we provided a small amount 
of IT hardware to support the infrastructure, the main deliverable from Immersive AV was our experience of 
systems integration and live streaming.

We provided 11 streaming engineers at various venues around the UK, including celebrity and contestant 
houses, as well as the Unit 9 HQ, where all the streams were mixed into a single production. A digital feed 
from each device and webcam was processed through a combination of platforms including VMix, Zoom 
and ChromeCast.

Even though the production wasn’t broadcast live, it needed to be treated as such, so the interactions 
between all 16 participants was authentic.

Our Comments

“What Candy Crush achieved with this project is another wonderful example of how brands are adapting to 
the current situation, and using innovative ways of connecting to their audience. Our involvement was 
fascinating, because it only required a small amount of kit, but a lot of technical understanding. If you’re 
looking for innovative ways of connecting with your customers, myself and the team would love to hear 
from you.”

Sharon Reynolds, CEO – Immersive AV

Candy Crush Grand Finale



The Smart Crossing

London

Client Requirement

Our client Umbrillieum instructed us to produce a fully interactive highway with generative content to 
showcase how traffic might be controlled more effectively in the future. Tracking pedestrians, vehicles and 
cyclists with signage that informed, controlled and enabled safe passage for all.

Our Solution

• Media servers •  Camera
• Outdoor LED  •  Tracking devices

Utilised as part of a larger advertising campaign for Direct Line, the road was the showcase piece for an 
advertisement created for a social media campaign.

Our Comments

“The Direct Line project was easily one of the most creatively challenging and rewarding projects that 
Immersive AV have worked on. Our consultation and appointment on the project at early brief development 
stage was key to efficient delivery in line with the clients vision.”

David Mulcahy, Director - Immersive AV

Generative Production 
Outdoor LED / Blob Tracking / Cameras



Champions League

Kiev

Client Requirement

Our client, a key sponsor of the UEFA Champions League approached us to develop multiple interactive 
experiences for the fan zone at the final in Kiev. The brief was to create three individual experiences, each 
centred on football and its emotions. The experience needed to be easily shared by participants on social 
media to further enhance the reward element.

Our Solution

• Coolux Media Servers •  RFID Technology
• Coolux Widget Designer •  Unilumin 2.6mm LED
• Canon DSLR Camera

Three separate rooms were created within the fan park, each room amplifying an emotion or action 
typically experienced by a fan at a football match. Each room was surrounded by a three sided custom 
content rich LED wall.

Each room focused on a different emotion: movement, crowd and volume with individual actions 
transforming the room with light, shapes and noise, providing participants with a truly unique, engaging 
and interactive experience.

The experiences were captured on camera with client branded GIF’s instantly made available to 
participants for social sharing.

Client Testimonial

“On behalf of myself and all at FreemanXP I wanted to say a personal thank you for your patience and 
commitment to create and deliver what was amazing for the client, definitely the stand out activations for 
the festival! It was fantastic on-site to see all parties involved to create an engaging and professional 
presence with and for the client and our guests. No request was an issue, any query always met with a 
solution, it was definitely an impressive team!”

Simon Allison, Director, Operations and Production EMEA – Freeman XP

Customer Engagement 
Conductive Ink Technology / Outdoor LED / 
Media Servers / Cameras / RFID



Rope Pull Challenge

UK-wide

Client Requirement

Our client approached us with a challenge. The company sponsor multiple sailing events around the UK 
and required an activation which engaged with their audience, included a competitive element and had a 
clear sailing association.

Our Solution

• Coolux Media Servers •  Coolux Widget Designer

Our concept of ‘The Rope Pull Challenge’ was developed from the ground up utilising a crossfit rope pull 
machine which enabled us to measure rotations of the flywheel, providing accurate output of metres of 
rope pulled per participant.

A custom app and UI were created for the activation to play through. This included a countdown to 
activation, live sailing graphics, real-time countdown, metres pulled and post activation scoreboard. Two 
machines were deployed side-by-side at each event, allowing visitors to compete to see how many metres 
they could pull in 30 seconds.

Client Testimonial

“The rope pull challenge was an incredible success. Adding a competitive activation at an event for a very 
competitive sport was always going to work, but the feedback we’ve had from all parties involved has been 
excellent. I look forward to working with the team ahead of next year’s events to further develop the system 
and technology.”

Matt Rakowski – Immersive AVExperiential
Bespoke Kiosk Technology /
Media Server



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZiSuZ_B4JxA


Thank you for the opportunity to present our range of 
services and solutions

I hope the examples given demonstrate our capabilities. 
The innovations we’ve presented represent the versatility of our services, 

but one of our key philosophies is that anything’s possible. 

We love a challenge and are energised by new ideas.

We look forward to hearing from you and hopefully working together soon.

Scott Holman
Commercial Director

scott.holman@immersiveav.com

07742 611470


